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Your Financial Action Plan: 12 Simple Steps to Achieve Money SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
While three out of five Americans believe they are in control of their personal finances, the same number of people are not sure of such essential things as how much life, auto, or health care insurance they should carry. In today’s fast-paced and ever-changing world, making personal finance decisions is harder than ever–especially...
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Internet and Network Economics: 6th International WorkshopSpringer, 2011

	The present volume contains the papers accepted for presentation at the 6th International Workshop on Internet and Network Economics (WINE), an interdisciplinary forum devoted to the analysis of algorithmic and economic problems arising in the context of the Internet and the World Wide Web.


	WINE 2010 was held December 13–17...
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501 Web Site Secrets: Unleash the Power of Google®, Amazon®, eBay® and MoreJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Do more than you ever thought possible with search engines, portals, and e-commerce sites! Packed with insider tips, tricks, timesavers, and workarounds, this unique guide shows you step by step how to make the most of today’s most popular Web sites. From putting Google in your browser and personalizing Yahoo! to finding bargains on Amazon...
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Photoshop Elements 5: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2006
Anyone still think that Adobe Photoshop Elements is a toy version of the real thing? As the most popular photo-editing program on the market, Photoshop Elements not only has Photoshop's marvelous powers, but also has capabilities the mothership lacks. Each new version includes more tools designed specifically for today's consumer...
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HTML 4 For Dummies, 5th EditionFor Dummies, 2005
Are you fascinated by the look and design of Web pages? Do you wish that you had the knowledge and skills to create a great looking Web site? Whether you’re an up-and-coming Web designer or just an enthusiastic hobbyist, you are probably using HTML, the standard authoring language for the Internet. HTML 4 For Dummies, now in its...
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Cracking the Coding Interview: 150 Programming Questions and SolutionsCareer Press, 2011

	Now in the 5th edition, Cracking the Coding Interview gives you the interview preparation you need to get the top software developer jobs. This is a deeply technical book and focuses on the software engineering skills to ace your interview. The book is over 500 pages and includes 150 programming interview questions and answers, as well...
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MongoDB in Action: Covers MongoDB version 3.0Manning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		MongoDB in Action, Second Edition is a completely revised and updated version. It introduces MongoDB 3.0 and the document-oriented database model. This perfectly paced book gives you both the big picture you'll need as a developer and enough low-level detail to satisfy system engineers.
...
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Sams Teach Yourself FreeBSD in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
There currently no books on the market that offer to teach FreeBSD to a novice. This book will be very attractive to the rushed and impatient, as well as to those who simply have a desire to learn the benefits of FreeBSD when compared to other proprietary operating systems. The book covers the most beneficial uses of FreeBSD, as well as the...
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Introduction to Information RetrievalCambridge University Press, 2008
Class-tested and coherent, this groundbreaking new textbook teaches web-era information retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text classification and text clustering from basic concepts. Written from a computer science perspective by three leading experts in the field, it gives an up-to-date treatment of all aspects of the design...
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Pro HadoopApress, 2009
You’ve heard the hype about Hadoop: it runs petabyte–scale data mining tasks insanely fast, it runs gigantic tasks on clouds for absurdly cheap, it’s been heavily committed to by tech giants like IBM, Yahoo!, and the Apache Project, and it’s completely open source (thus free). But what exactly is it, and more...
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Designing Web Interfaces: Principles and Patterns for Rich InteractionsO'Reilly, 2009

Want to learn how to create great user experiences on today's Web? In this book, UI experts Bill Scott and Theresa Neil present more than 75 design patterns for building web interfaces that provide rich interaction. Distilled from the authors' years of experience at Sabre, Yahoo!, and Netflix, these best practices are grouped into six...
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qmailO'Reilly, 2004
qmail concentrates on common tasks like moving a sendmail setup to qmail, or setting up a "POP toaster," a system that provides mail service to a large number of users on other computers sending and retrieving mail remotely. The book fills crucial gaps in existing documentation, detailing exactly what the core qmail software does.
...
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